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Journey to the west  
 

The theme of this paper is to discuss some feedback and influences about making a 

different decision. As the proverb says, only in a harmonious atmosphere can we hope the ideal 

scene in which people can enjoy their life to the utmost. Besides, people utilize the various 

methods that hope to gain the pursuit of spirituality, substance as well as some value conception 

filed, etc. Therefore, those part of elements prompt me able to reflect on a decision that is 

studying abroad, even though I have graduated from university for a year. 

Sometimes, the circumstance that I mentioned before about the factors of studying abroad 

which I called it “journey to the west", and it's the same title of a Chinese novel which narrates 

the legendary master who traveled to the “Western Regions”, on the journey, he experienced 81 

kinds of tribulations before successfully obtained the real Buddhist sutra from India, and 

attempted to help people who are suffered difficulties. Therefore, I always adapt and accept the 

difficult situations that are unexpected in USA. The interesting thing is, people can facility 

become a poet or a philosopher when they feel solitary or alone that’s the first imperial deeply 

thought once I came to America for few days. In order to conquer these issues that include kinds 

of suffering, homesick, solitary, pressure, etc, which demand me incrementally and effectively 

adjusting the condition  and become more positive, independent and concentrate on the learning. 

For instance, the baby of birds will not quite realize that it can’t survive unless it learns how to 

fly, that is, the birds will died if they becomes too dependent on their parent. In other words, the 



effectivity via to attain ”the real Buddhist sutra” from USA that is overcome the kinds of 

adversity. Those issues I suffered which prompt me become stronger, outstanding and mature in 

my future. 

It is necessary to clarify the phenomenon as I observe about various cultures, such as an 

ethnic group or nation during the period of learning and living in America. Honestly, language 

has magic power which assists people understand culture and religion in other countries through 

communicate. In this sense, the significant part which is people should pay attention to the 

realization of peaceful coexistence and mutual respect between different cultures. On the other 

hand, the remarkable perspective from me that is when people come from their countries, and try 

to discuss some perspectives about other countries, which may insert some bias or confusions, 

basically, I usually do not give more explanation when people ask some circumstances about my 

country cause I acknowledge and understand the situation which I emphasize we are stand in the 

various position, and each one has rights to judge or give some opinions if some parts they are 

curious or disagree. Even if I explained it, still can not change other people’s thought cause the 

growth environment determine some invariable factors. Obviously, the concept of culture covers 

some differences, such as technology, architecture, art and different teaching methods, strategies, 

cuisine, etc. Meanwhile, no matter either one country, state, even in the family, company or 

group, which still exists this issue that people only want to state whatever perspective they want 

and do not care about others. Nevertheless, there’s a saying that goes people should stand in 

other people’s position to think one  probrem and most puzzles would become clearly, or analyze 

the differences and make a combination to build a complete value conception of philosophy, 

which I called it “the transpositional consideration”. 



Perhaps the most meaningful and pleasant thing to me that is self-driving for a long 

journey with my husband on the east coast from North Carolina to New York. Taking a lot of 

photos with the fine scenery, print out, and collect for memorize. Moreover, this is another 

opportunity for me to understand other countries culture through the daily communication and 

lifestyle out of the campus. Many thorny issues I suffered which the most impressive thing is that 

serious car accident in the USA,  a lot of people give me help and care. In all, the biggest thought 

for me during the journey to the western that is the more things I know, the more rational thought 

I gonna have. 

 

 


